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Coding For Kids: Colorful Story book teaches computer programming concepts to kids as young as

4!Computer science knowledge is going to be super important for the future generation. Get your

child started on the coding journey.Don't know coding? Don't sweat - we have simplified the

concepts. Prior Coding knowledge is NOT needed.We have taken a lot of care to teach your child

coding. Even the characters are named after programming terms!This book has 4 stories, each

focusing on a specific concept.Json, Jazz & Ruby the robot are 3 curious pals who live in Codezilla

town.They solve challenges using their coding ability.They code dance moves to help Ruby win the

dance competition , they hire Mr.SHA the spray painting password lock to secure their treasure.

Sometimes their coding experimentation leaves a kitchen full of overflowing soup , but no worries -

they know how to get things right.  What does this book teach?  Loops - Loop means "repeat" in

computer coding language. Fonts - A combination of style,color,size IF conditional statement -

Decision making in programmingPassword - How passwords give you security Who is this book for?

Kids as young as 4 will understand the concept. Will kids find this book interesting?  Yes! This book

explains computer science concepts through fun filled stories that kids will love.  What an excellent

value!  4 stories  3 Activities  30+ colorful illustrations to look at  4 important computer programming

concepts   SCROLL UP & Click BUY  to get started
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Ayeshaâ€™s Coding for Kids is a great book for kids if you want to teach your kids how to code.

Coding is the language of the new generation so I bought this for my niece and nephew as well as a

few other books on coding. They really liked this book because it broke down the ideas of coding in

an easy to learn manner. The pictures kept them engaged and they were laughing at the different

parts of the book while reading on my Fire HD. I asked them about the concepts afterward and they

knew about loops, fonts, and the if function. It was great to have them learn a little bit about the

coding structure. I hope Ayesha comes out with another book the delves into the subject of coding

further.

I would give it a higher mark, but I think it should be available as a hand held book as well. Children

need to be able to manipulate pages, whether they are board books or paperback. This would be a

great addition to a classroom, but having to have a device to read it can be cumbersome. I would

buy it if it were available in more than one format.

This is a great book! The concept has been explained in a very simple way , making it easy for kids

to understand and at the same time the book is very visual. Kids would just love reading this book

like any other story book. This book definitely makes learning fun!!

The book is simple and easy to read for any age little ones. The rhymes make it easy for my little

ones to remember simple coding. I highly recommend this book, if you want to give your little ones a

head start with coding

My kids love this book! We read it every night. My 6 year old likes the paint spraying lock. My 4 year

old likes the giant F story. I have learnt some coding terms as well lol.

This is such a neat concept! I was skeptical about how a story book can explain coding to little kids,

who have the attention span of a gnat most of the time. However the super colorful illustrations kept

their interest and the story really explained the concepts of coding in a way they could easily

understand. The little stories follow Json and Jazz and their family, who live in Codezilla town.



Json's best friend is Ruby the Robot. The characters interact in a way that lays the foundation for

understanding coding. There's also fun exercises included to help reinforce the concept and lots of

adorable pictures too. Teaching kids has never been so easy!

Innovative idea. Great way to introduce coding to kids. The systematic approach is very good and

the pictorial presentation is cute. It really helps them understand. Definitely recommend!!

Read it to my great niece and she liked it. Today she asked if I would read it to her again. The colors

and drawings was really good and caught her eye. She is 3 yrs. Old.
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